The multiple sclerosis trait and the development of multiple sclerosis: genetic vulnerability and environmental effect.
The remarkably low rate of concordance of multiple sclerosis (MS) in monozygotic twins has never been fully explained but it implies the possibility of a systemic condition called the multiple sclerosis trait (MST), which is quite different from asymptomatic MS. It results from the action of an antigenic challenge on the immune system of a genetically vulnerable person that does not cause damage to the nervous parenchyma; it may never evolve into the disease MS. A subsequent environmental viral-antigenic event in some MST-carriers can change the trait into the disease. This event could be an infection, which need not be symptomatic, or a vaccination. The MS may become symptomatic, remain asymptomatic, or manifested only by lesions visible by MRI. It is likely that the development of the MST, called activation, occurs early in life, while the transition from MST to MS, called acquisition, takes place at puberty in most patients. Differences in prevalence between pre-puberal migrants, and the locally born children of migrants, and their population of origin may also be explained by the MST.